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ABSTRACT

Three-dimensional strain analyses were conducted to investigate grain-scale strain
patterns on an iconic fold, providing insights into folding mechanisms. The “Whaleback”
anticline within the Appalachian Valley and Ridge province displays superb exposures,
allowing for detailed examination of a single folded sandstone layer in the Pennsylvanian
Llewellyn Formation. The Bear Valley Strip Mine (BVSM), near Shamokin,
Pennsylvania, was mined to extract semi-anthracite coal primarily from the Mammoth
coal seam. When the mine was abandoned in the 1950’s, it was not reclaimed and a
single folded sandstone layer directly beneath the Mammoth coal seam was left exposed
throughout the mine. As part of a preliminary study of grain-scale strain on the
Whaleback, thirty-nine mutually perpendicular thin sections were prepared from 13
oriented hand samples along three axis-normal transects. Two-dimensional bulk rock
finite strain was calculated using the normalized Fry method. Three-dimensional finite
strain ellipsoids were then calculated for each sample site.
In the plane of bedding, finite strain ratios range from 1.05 ± 0.02 to 1.24 ± 0.03.
Normal to the fold axis, finite strain ratios range from 1.04 ± 0.02 to 1.21 ± 0.03. Finite
strain ellipses in the plane of bedding are generally elongate sub-parallel to the fold axis.
In fold-axis normal profiles, finite grain strain ellipses appear to be sheared towards the
hinge of the fold. Octahedral shear values (εs) of strain ellipsoids range from 0.07 to 0.18
and are consistent with low magnitudes of 2D strain. Our preliminary study of strain
patterns on the Whaleback anticline suggests that flexural flow occurred during folding.
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INTRODUCTION

The goal of this study is to determine patterns of bulk rock grain-scale strain using
the normalized Fry method on an iconic Appalachian fold, the Whaleback anticline
(Figure 1). The research site is located at the Bear Valley Strip Mine (BVSM) near
Shamokin, Pennsylvania (Figure 2). The Pennsylvanian Llewellyn Formation was mined
to extract semi-anthracite coal primarily from the Mammoth coal seam. When the mine
was abandoned in the 1950’s, it was not reclaimed, and a single folded sandstone layer
directly beneath the Mammoth coal seam was left exposed throughout the mine. The
BVSM sandstone layer displays impressive three-dimensional exposures and evidence of
sequentially overprinting structures that exemplify Alleghanian deformation (Nickelsen,
1979). Components of the structural sequence at the BVSM are recognized throughout
the Valley and Ridge and Appalachian Plateau provinces (e.g., Geiser and Engelder,
1983; Gray and Mitra, 1993; Zhao and Jacobi, 1997; Younes and Engelder, 1999; Sak et
al., 2014). The superb exposures and Nickelsen’s (1979) detailed structural analysis has
led to the Bear Valley Strip Mine becoming a world-renowned site that attracts scholars
far and wide to examine evidence of rock deformation. To date, no prior work has been
done on the grain-scale strain patterns on these folds. Given the excellent exposure of the
Whaleback anticline at the BVSM, this site serves as the ideal locality to study how folds
form and distribute strain at the grain-scale. In this study, the normalized Fry method was
used to quantify strain within the sandstone layer that defines the Whaleback. The result
is a suite of strain maps in both two and three dimensions. The strain patterns provide one

Figure 1: Photograph of the Whaleback anticline located in the south-central portion of the Bear Valley Strip Mine.

Whaleback
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Figure 2: The study site located in Shamokin, Pennsylvania. Bear Valley lies within the
Valley and Ridge province of the Appalachian Mountain belt (Nickelsen, 1989).
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line of evidence, which when combined with other planned future studies, can be used to
elucidate the mechanism(s) of folding.

GEOLOGIC SETTING
Valley and Ridge Province
The Valley and Ridge province constitutes one of the major physiographic
divisions of the Appalachian Mountain belt, extending from southeastern New York to
central Alabama (Figure 3). The province in eastern Pennsylvania is characterized by
NE-SW trending sandstone ridges that are parted by long, narrow valleys underlain by
limestone and shale. The Valley and Ridge province is a thin-skinned fold and thrust belt
comprising Paleozoic sedimentary strata deformed during the Alleghany orogeny amidst
the Permian (Woodward, 1957, 1958; Stamatakos et al., 1996). The OrdovicianPennsylvanian sandstone ridges and limestone valleys are underlain by Precambrian
crystalline igneous and metamorphic rocks that form the basement of the Valley and
Ridge province. A regional décollement separates the autochthonous basement from the
allochthonous overlying rocks. Imbricate thrust faults ramp across Cambrian-Ordovician
carbonates and merge into a regional décollement forming a duplex (Gwinn, 1970; Perry,
1978; Herman, 1984). Most structural relief in the Valley and Ridge province is produced
by relief on the roof of the Cambrian-Ordovician duplex. Additional décollements and
minor thrust imbricates are found in the Silurian-Pennsylvanian rocks above the
Cambrian-Ordovician duplex (Nickelsen, 1986; Dunne, 1996; Sak et al., 2012).
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Anthracite Coal Fields and the Pennsylvanian Llewellyn Formation
The Appalachian Mountains curve as they pass through Pennsylvania, forming
the Pennsylvanian salient. The salient links together two segments, one that trends NNESSW (southwest segment) and one ENE-WSW (northeastern segment). The northeastern
Pennsylvania salient contains three anthracite coal fields (Northern, Middle, and
Southern) that have been mined since the 19th century. The Bear Valley Strip Mine is
located in the Western Middle Anthracite Field, where the Pennsylvanian Llewellyn
Formation is exposed within the core of the first-order Western Middle Synclinorium
(Figure 4). The Western Middle Synclinorium has a wavelength of approximately 20
kilometers (Arndt et al., 1973).
Lithologies in the Llewellyn Formation include sandstones, siltstones, shales,
conglomerates, and anthracite coals. Interbedded sandstones of the Pennsylvanian
Llewelyn Formation are fine to coarse-grained and usually occur as tabular beds. Other
bedding forms such as lenticular beds and cross-bedding are common as well (Eggleston
et al., 1981). Overlying beds of coal and other lithologies have been removed to reveal
the resistant Whaleback sandstone layer at Bear Valley. The Whaleback sandstone layer
of the Llewellyn Formation exhibits the six structural stages of folding and faulting
caused by the Alleghanian orogeny in remarkable detail (Nickelsen, 1979).
Pennsylvanian coal-rank patterns and degrees of sandstone compaction suggest a
burial depth of 6-9 kilometers and fluid inclusion data suggests a temperature range of
200-250º C during deformation (Paxton, 1983). Within the Bear Valley Strip Mine,
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disharmonic smaller-scale (third-order and smaller) folds are observed. Fold disharmony
is presumably related to different thicknesses of the dominant sandstone member in the
structural lithic units above and below the mined coal, resulting in a variety of
wavelengths of folds (Nickelsen, 1979).

Structural Stages at Bear Valley
The six structural stages defined by Nickelsen (1979) provide important context
for the development of the Whaleback anticline (Table 1). All stages of deformation,
except for pre-Alleghanian systematic coal jointing (Stage I), resulted from the
Alleghanian orogeny during the Permian continent-continent collision between
Gondwana and Laurentia. Variations in stress magnitudes and orientations during the
Permian provided the means by which the latter Alleghanian structural stages progressed
(Nickelsen, 1979). The first Alleghanian structure observed at Bear Valley are Stage II
extensional fractures which are best preserved in ironstone concretions and sandstone
deposits, as they formed early in the deformation history during a time of increased stress
variation and fluid pressure (Nickelsen, 1979). Stage III deformation involved small-scale
(fourth-order) folding and spaced cleavage development in horizontal beds. Stage IV
strike-slip faults then resulted, as stress orientations once again alternated (Nickelsen,
1979). Stage V involved third-order folding of the rocks and the development of the
Whaleback anticline. All previous structures were rotated with bedding on the limbs of
the folds. Finally, Stage VI involved development of fold-generated conjugate faults and
grabens (Figure 5).
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Figure 3: Map of the geology of the Appalachian basin in Pennsylvania and adjacent
areas. Solid black regions signify places where coal-bearing strata have been preserved in
first-order synclinoria. Note the location of the Western Middle Anthracite Field (WM)
amidst the Valley and Ridge province (Eggleston et al., 1993).

Figure 4: Geologic map of Pennsylvania showing distribution of bituminous coals in western Pennsylvania and
anthracite coals in eastern Pennsylvania. The BVSM lies within the Western Middle Anthracite field of eastcentral Pennsylvania. The location of Bear Valley is denoted by the red star. (PA DCNR, 2000).
9
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Table 1: Six stages of deformation in the Valley and Ridge province as seen in outcrops
of the Bear Valley Strip Mine (after Nickelsen, 1979).

Stage

Event
Pre-Alleghany jointing --- coal

II

Extensive jointing --- ironstone, sandstone

III
IV
V
VI

 ALLEGHANY 
OROGENY

I

Cleavage, small-scale folding
Conjugate wrench and thrust faulting
Large scale folding, jointing
(Whaleback anticline forms)
Fold-generated grabens and upthrusts
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Figure 5: Illustration showing the sequence of the six structural stages of the Alleghany
orogeny associated with the Bear Valley Strip Mine (Nickelsen, 1987; redrafted by S.
Whisner, 2015).
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METHODS AND MATERIALS
Sampling Strategies
Oriented hand samples were obtained from a total of 22 locations on the
Whaleback anticline. However, given the quality of some samples and their proximity to
fault boundaries, only 13 of those samples were used in analyses (Figure 6). The primary
method of procurement was through the use of a hand chisel and rock hammer (Figure 7).
Samples were collected from three roughly north-south equidistant transects of the
Whaleback termed the western, middle, and eastern profiles (Figure 8). All samples were
procured from the uppermost Llewellyn sandstone layer found on the Whaleback.
Samples derived from the western profile also included 3 samples from the same
stratigraphic position 1.5 meters below the upper contact of the sandstone and 3 meters
beneath the upper sandstone contact at the fold hinge of the sandstone layer (Figure 9).
One planar surface (typically bedding) was measured and marked using permanent ink on
each sample. Care was taken to avoid sampling adjacent to faults wherever possible.

Dip Domains
The Whaleback anticline is an asymmetric, north-verging fold. The fold was
broken into four dip domains: the south limb (δ = 35-70º), the crest (δ = 0-9º), the upper
northern limb (δ = 40-50º), and the lower northern limb (δ = 80-90º). An effort was made
to sample each dip domain on all transects, however it was not possible to collect samples
in some areas due to lack of exposure or inaccessibility.

Figure 6: Topographic and structural map of the Bear Valley Strip Mine (Nickelsen,
1979). Hand sample localities dispersed along the Whaleback anticline are shown.
Notice the three distinct point clusters illustrating the western, middle, and eastern
transects. Outcrop exposure on the western profile was exceptional, accounting for
the increased sampling along this transect (see Figure 9).
13
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Figure 7: Representative hand sample being taken from site BVSMEM1402 at the fold
crest on the western profile.

Figure 8: Composite UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) digital model of the Whaleback (Hodson, 2015)
showing three sample transects. The profile locations were chosen to capture strain variation both along and
across the fold in three dimensions. Eight samples were collected from the western profile, three from the
middle profile, and two from the eastern profile.
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Figure 9: Whaleback anticline showing sample locations on the east-facing, westernmost profile.
The fold is asymmetric and north-verging. Sample BVSMEM1420 is not shown as it is located at
the base of the western profile several meters down-slope. Sample localities are circled in red.
16
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Sample Preparation
Each oriented sample was cut into three mutually perpendicular slabs and the
orientations of each cut plane were determined using a stereonet (Table 2). Slabs were
trimmed into rectangular billets. The orientations of the billets and all respective cut
planes were recorded using rock saw blade tick marks to indicate directions of north,
stratigraphic up, and east (Figure 10). All billets were sent to a professional lab to be
made into thin sections.

Thin Section Analysis
The Gazzi-Dickinson point counting method was utilized to determine a statistical
representation of the modal composition of the uppermost sandstone layer of the
Llewellyn Formation on the Whaleback anticline. This grain counting method is
primarily based on the composition of samples and was used in order to adequately
characterize the composition of the sandstone layer. It is the most widely used method for
the purpose of point counting (Ingersoll et al., 1984). Four hundred grains were described
from each of 3 thin sections: BVSMEM1401ac, BVSMEM1407ac, and
BVSMEM1423ac. Refer to Table 3 for all point count data from these samples. The
north-south vertical AC cut plane was chosen for point counting because it is bed-normal
and might show more compositional variability. Each thin section was then photographed
(see Appendix A).
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Table 2: Strike and dip orientations of all collected samples. Due to the nature of the
sample, BVSMEM1420 was split into three pieces, each representing one of the cut
planes at that location.
Rock Sample

AB Cut Plane

Strike
BVSMEM1401
282
BVSMEM1402
295
BVSMEM1403
051
BVSMEM1404
183
BVSMEM1405
272
BVSMEM1406
244
BVSMEM1407
198
BVSMEM1408
094
BVSMEM1409
192
BVSMEM1410
265
BVSMEM1411
273
BVSMEM1412
254
N/A
N/A
BVSMEM1414
268
BVSMEM1415
274
BVSMEM1416
269
BVSMEM1417
268
BVSMEM1418
267
BVSMEM1419
255
BVSMEM1420ab 259
BVSMEM1420ac N/A
BVSMEM1420bc N/A
BVSMEM1421
258
BVSMEM1422
255
BVSMEM1423
067

Dip
56N
15N
46SE
44W
81S
65N
40E
35N
75E
71N
18N
26N
N/A
45N
53N
22N
17N
17N
41SE
3N
N/A
N/A
12S
12N
45S

AC Cut Plane
Strike
012
023
142
094
178
333
108
005
102
175
004
164
N/A
178
004
179
178
176
165
N/A
178
N/A
168
166
157

Dip
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
N/A
90
90
90
90
90
90
N/A
90
N/A
90
90
90

BC Cut Plane
Strike
282
295
051
183
272
244
198
094
192
265
273
254
N/A
268
274
269
268
267
255
N/A
N/A
257
258
255
067

Dip
34SW
75SW
44N
46E
9N
25S
50S
55S
15E
19S
72S
64S
N/A
45S
37S
68S
73S
73S
49NW
N/A
N/A
85N
78N
78S
45N
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Figure 10: Schematic rock billet illustrating the saw blade markings on three different
cut planes. The AB plane is bedding-normal and fold-axis parallel, the BC plane is
parallel to bedding, and the AC cut plane is perpendicular to bedding and the fold axis.
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Two-Dimensional Finite Strain Calculations
Strain is a non-rigid body deformation involving a change in shape (distortion)
with or without a change in volume (Fossen, 2016). Finite strain represents the total sum
of all incremental components of strain experienced by the rocks. Strain is characterized
by two variables; magnitude and orientation. In two dimensions, these parameters are
commonly depicted in graphical form by an ellipse known as a finite strain ellipse
(Figure 11). The magnitude of strain is expressed in terms of the axial ratio (R) of the
long (major) axis to short (minor) axis of the strain ellipse. R = 1 in undeformed rocks.
Two-dimensional strain ellipses are the result of a finite strain applied to a circle of unit
radius. When deformed, the ellipse reveals a radius stretched proportionally in the
direction of most relative lengthening and normal to the direction of most relative
shortening of one plane. Strain orientations are communicated in terms of the angle φ, the
angle between long axis of the finite strain ellipse and a chosen internal reference line,
typically horizontal. The manner in which the angle is defined (sign conventions, etc.)
varies in the literature and differs between the two computer programs used in this study.
This study quantifies the finite strain of the Whaleback anticline sandstone layer
at the grain-scale only. At larger scales, other components of deformation would add to
the amount of strain. These have not been incorporated in this study. Numerous methods
have been devised to quantify strain in rocks. In this study, strain was quantified using
the normalized Fry method (Erslev, 1988). This method provides an excellent practical
method for finding the best-fit strain ellipse in granular materials such as sandstones. The
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Figure 11: Example of a 2D strain ellipse before and after deformation. Illustrations
show relationships between axial ratio (R), undeformed circle radius (r), area (A),
deformed ellipse axes (a and b), and ellipse orientation (φ). After Bannister (2004).
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fundamental principal behind the Fry method is that the distances between adjacent
grains will vary in a predictable pattern in a deformed material (Fry, 1979). In
anticlustered aggregates, the centers of adjacent particles should have a uniform
minimum distance between them. In deformed rocks, distances to nearest neighbors are
shortest in the direction of most shortening and greatest in the direction of most
lengthening. By mapping the relative position of each grain center relative to all other
grain centers, a plot emerges with a data void in the center (Figure 12). A circular
vacancy implies that there was no strain, while an elliptical vacancy implies that the rock
has undergone strain (Fry, 1979). Once the elliptical shape void is produced, a precise
ellipse can be fitted and strain can be quantified. Fry analyses depend upon an initial
anticlusted particle distribution and assume homogeneous deformation. The advantage of
the Fry method is that it is rapid and reliably accurate in granular materials.
Since the development of the Fry method, a number of revisions have occurred
which have refined the method. The normalized Fry method (Erslev, 1988) improves
upon the Fry method by allowing for a range in original particle diameters (i.e., less than
ideal anticlustered distributions). The grain size is normalized by dividing the distance
between any two centers by the sum of the grains' radii. This normalizes the particle size
distribution, resulting in a more precisely defined central void and, ultimately, a more
well-defined ellipse (Erslev, 1988).
A normalized Fry method Matlab program (Eichelberger and McQuarrie, 2014)
was used to conduct the 2D strain analysis on oriented digital photomicrographs of 39
thin sections from 13 oriented rock samples (Figure 13). On average, 150 grains were
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analyzed for each thin section. In each photomicrograph, the centers of the grains were
digitized (Figure 14) and the long and short axes of each grain were also digitized to
calculate average grain diameters. Refer to Appendix A for a complete set of digitized
photomicrographs. The output of the program provides a normalized Fry plot with central
void (Figure 15), a best-fit ellipse for that void and data on the magnitudes (Figure 16),
and orientations of the maximum and minimum axes. See Appendix B for a complete
collection of normalized Fry plots.

Three-Dimensional Finite Strain Calculations
Given the finite strain magnitudes and directions of most lengthening and
shortening in three mutually perpendicular planes, one can construct a three-dimensional
finite principal strain ellipsoid (Figure 17). A principal strain ellipsoid graphically depicts
the precise amounts and directions in which the rock has relatively lengthened and
shortened most. This ellipsoid has mutually orthogonal maximum, intermediate, and
minimum finite principal axes of strain (X, Y, and Z, respectively). Refer to Appendix C
for a complete assemblage of all three-dimensional strain ellipsoids used in this study.
To compute a three-dimensional finite principal strain ellipsoid based upon all 3
two-dimensional strain ellipses at each sample locality, the Best-Fit Ellipsoid with
Statistics-v3.0 Mathematica notebook was utilized (Mookerjee and Nickleach, 2011).
This program incorporated the two-dimensional strain ellipses for all three cut planes
from each locality in order to calculate best-fit strain ellipsoids. Manually input data for
the program includes the axial ratio (R) and orientation (φ) of the sectional ellipses,
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number of cut planes analyzed, the dip angles and dip directions of the planes from which
the data were collected, and an estimate of the measurement error for the orientation of
the cut planes.
Consistent with the requirements for the program, all sectional data was input
from a perspective of looking downward on the cut planes, perfectly vertical planes were
viewed looking westward, orientation angles (φ) were measured from the long axis of the
ellipse to the strike of the cut plane, and orientation angles were positive when a positive
slope was present and negative when a negative slope was present. Output from the BestFit Ellipsoid with Statistics-v3.0 Mathematica notebook includes best-fit principal strain
ellipsoids in three dimensions, trend and plunge data and stereoplots of all principal finite
strain axis orientations, normalized axial ratios, octahedral shear strain, Flinn’s k-values,
Lode’s ratios, Flinn plots, and Hsu diagrams (See Appendix D).

RESULTS
Sandstone Composition
The amount of strain at the grain-scale is partially dependent on intrinsic rock
properties such as grain size and mineralogy. For this reason, it was important to
accurately characterize the composition of the Whaleback sandstone layer. The

Figure 12: The development of a Fry plot. (a) The position of an overlay centered at point 1 with all other
deformed object center-points located relative to that point. (b) Overlay is then moved to point 2 and the
center-points of all other deformed objects are recorded relative to point 2. The procedure is repeated for all
points (c) Resultant strain ellipsoid. The central void defines the shape and orientation of the ellipse (Ramsay
and Huber, 1983).
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Figure 13: An example of an oriented digital photomicrograph. This was derived from
thin section BVSMEM1406ab in the east-west AB cut plane. This image was taken using
reflected light.
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Figure 14: An example of a digitized photomicrograph for normalized Fry analysis. This
was derived from thin section BVSMEM1406ab. Grain centers (red dots), long axes
(yellow), and short axes (blue) were defined using “Norm Fry,” a Matlab program
(Eichelberger and McQuarrie, 2015). The average number of grains counted for each thin
section is 150. All digitized photomicrographs can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 15: Normalized Fry plot of sample BVSMEM1406ab. The central void is
elliptical and defines the finite strain in the plane of the thin section, representing the
magnitude and orientation of bulk rock strain at the grain-scale. The orientation of the
long axis of the ellipse is measured relative to the orientation markings on the sample.
Angles of orientation are positive when the long axis is measured clockwise from
horizontal and negative when measured counter-clockwise using the Norm Fry Matlab
Program. All normalized Fry plots can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 16: Best-fit ellipse for sample BVSMEM1406ab derived from normalized Fry
plot. Five iterations were computed by the Norm Fry Matlab program (top) in order to
calculate the final ellipse (bottom).
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Up
North

East

Figure 17: Best-fit finite principal strain ellipsoid for BVSMEM1406 computed using
Best-Fit Ellipsoid with Statistics v. 3.0, a Mathematica notebook (Mookerjee and
Nickleach, 2011). This image shows the orientations of the 3 cut planes that were
analyzed to determine the principal strain magnitudes and orientations. X, Y, and Z
represent the maximum, intermediate, and minimum finite principal axes of strain,
respectively. All three-dimensional strain ellipsoids can be found in Appendix C.
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estimated thickness of the sandstone layer was measured at four localities in the
southeastern portion of the mine near the south high wall. The average of all of these
measurements yields an estimated mean thickness of 2.8 meters. The locations of samples
used for composition analyses were taken at different sites on the western profile of the
fold and were also at various stratigraphic positions to account for potential variations in
composition.
Point count data from the western profile of the Whaleback was previously
collected by Nickelsen (1979). Point counts of three separate thin sections revealed an
overall range of composition of 63 to 77% quartz, 6 to 17% labile rock fragments, and 11
to 15% organic matrix cement, thus classifying the sandstone as a sublitharenite
(Nickelsen, 1979).
For this study, the sandstone composition was defined using the Gazzi-Dickinson
Point Counting Method (Gazzi, 1966; Dickinson, 1970; Ingersoll et al., 1984). The modal
composition of the sandstone was calculated by point counting 400 grains using a
polarized microscope in each of three thin sections from the north-south vertical AC cut
plane (Table 3). Observed grain lithologies in the sandstone include monocrystalline
quartz, polycrystalline quartz, chert, biotite, muscovite, mica schist fragments, foliated
quartz-mica tectonite fragments, micaceous metamorphic chert fragments, shale
fragments, iron oxide minerals, and organic material (Figure 18). Quartz-rich grains
include mono and polycrystalline quartz, while detrital lithic fragments compose the
remaining lithologies (including chert). Based on average point counting analyses, the
Whaleback sandstone layer is primarily quartz-rich (65%) with lesser amounts of detrital

BVSMEM1407ac
34.75
26.75
0
6.25
0
0.25
6.5

5.5
5.25
5.75
7.25
1.75

BVSMEM1401ac
39.5
26.75
0
4.75
0.25
0.5
4.75

3.75
7.25
6
4.5
2

Lithology
Qm (Monocrystalline quartz)
Qpq (Polycrystalline quartz)
B (Biotite)
C (Chert)
K (Potassium Feldspar)
M (Muscovite)
Lmc (Metamorphic chert fragments; foliated,
micaceous)

Lmm (Mica schist fragments; lithic
metamorphic muscovite)
Lmq (Quartz-mica tectonite fragments;
foliated; lithic metamorphic biotite)
Lsm (Shale fragments; lithic sed. mud-size
material)
Og (Organic material; matrix)

Oi (Iron oxide minerals)

0.75

7.25

7

4.5

3

BVSMEM1423ac
42.75
29.5
0
2.25
0
0.5
2.5

Table 3. Breakdown of lithological percent composition of the Whaleback sandstone based on point count data from 1200
total grains. Values represent relative proportions of each lithology in each respective thin section.
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a.

b.
Figure 18: Representative photomicrographs of the Whaleback sandstone in cross
polarized, transmitted light. See key to lithology abbreviations in Table 3. (a)
Photomicrograph of sample BVSMEM1423bc showing evidence of stylolites indicative
of pressure solution. (b) Crenulated detrital mica sub-parallel to bedding in the sandstone
layer of the Whaleback anticline at sample BVSMEM1414ac. Bulk shortening of this
grain is 28%.
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lithic fragments (25%) and organic matrix (10%). The grains in the Whaleback sandstone
are generally sub-rounded to sub-angular. Based on these results, the sandstone is
classified as a sublitharenite, concluding similar results as compared to Nickelsen’s
findings (1979).
Reconnaissance cathodoluminescence studies were also conducted on thin
sections of samples BVSMEM1406ac, BVSMEM1416ac, and BVSMEM1423ac. These
analyses were done using a scanning electron microscope in order to identify grain
boundaries and examine the extent of cement in the sandstone. Quartz and detrital grain
overgrowths were absent. Systematic fracturing and pressure solution selvages were
observed in the samples.

Orientation Analysis of the Whaleback anticline
A total of 163 bedding orientations were measured on the Whaleback anticline.
The number of bedding measurements taken from the western, middle, and eastern
transects were 93, 43, and 27, respectively (Figures 19, 20, and 21). The orientation of
the fold axis was determined from the data on each transect. Stereonet 9 (Cardozo and
Allmendinger, 2013) was utilized to determine the poles to bedding, fold axes, and
cylindrical best-fit lines of each stereoplot. A composite plot of bedding measurements
indicates a cylindrical fold with a non-plunging fold axis trending 084º (Figure 22).
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Figure 19: Pi-plot of poles to measured bedding planes on the western transect of the
Whaleback anticline. The northern most pole on this diagram is from overturned strata on
the northern limb. These data indicate a fold axis with a trend of 262º and plunge of 3º.
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Figure 20: Pi-plot of poles to measured bedding planes on the middle transect of the
Whaleback anticline. These data indicate a non-plunging fold trending 083º.
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Figure 21: Pi-plot of measured bedding planes on the eastern transect of the Whaleback
anticline. No measurements were taken near the hinge of the fold due to inadequate
exposure of bedrock. These data indicate a fold axis oriented 03, 087.
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Figure 22: Composite Pi-plot of bedding measurements taken on the Whaleback
anticline. These data indicate a non-plunging fold axis trending 084º.
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Two-Dimensional Finite Strain: North-South “AC” Vertical Cut Plane
The AC cut plane is oriented normal to the plane of bedding on the Whaleback
anticline (Figure 23). R values range from 1.04 ± 0.02 to 1.21± 0.03. Strain magnitude
(R) does not appear to vary significantly with depth in the sandstone layer. However, R
values do increase on the limbs away from the hinge, particularly on the distal portions of
both the north and south limbs. Two-dimensional strain ellipse long axis orientations are
widely variable on the hinge and the standard deviations of these orientations are
significantly greater along the hinge of the fold as well. The majority of strain ellipse
long axes are at high angles to bedding and, on both the north and south limbs of the fold,
appear to be sheared towards the hinge.

Two-Dimensional “BC” Bedding Plane Strain
The BC cut plane lies within the plane of bedding (Figure 24). Magnitudes of
strain are relatively low with R values ranging from 1.05 ± 0.02 to 1.23 ± 0.03. Twodimensional strain ellipses are generally elongate parallel to the fold axis (east-west).
Ellipse long axes exhibit low angles to the strikes of bedding measurements taken on the
south limb of the fold. The angles to the strikes of bedding increase slightly at the crest
and northern limb.

Two-Dimensional Finite Strain: East-West “AB” Cut Plane
The AB cut plane is oriented normal to the plane of bedding and parallel to the
strike of bedding (Figure 25). Strain magnitudes range from 1.03 ± 0.02 to 1.20 ± 0.03.
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Figure 23: East facing line drawing (after Nickelsen, 1987) of the 3 sampling transects
on the Whaleback and structures in the overlying rocks of the east high wall. Ellipses
(blue) represent 2D finite strain in the north-south AC vertical cut plane. The mean
orientation and standard deviation of the maximum stretch is shown on each ellipse.
Values (red) indicate axial ratios (R) with standard deviations (Table 4).
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Figure 24: Map of bedding dip domains of the Whaleback anticline illustrating strain
ellipses (blue) in the plane of bedding calculated using the normalized Fry method. The
mean orientation and standard deviation of the orientation of the long axis is shown on
each ellipse. Values (red) indicate axial ratios (R) with standard deviations and sample
numbers are shown in black (Table 4).
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Figure 25: Illustration showing the east-west AB cut plane in sectional profile views.
This diagram is viewed looking from the southern limb of the Whaleback to the northern
limb. Each rectangle represents a bed normal profile view from a different dip domain.
Sample numbers are indicated by black values and R values with standard deviations are
shown in red (Table 4).
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These R values are similar to values in both the AC and BC cut planes. Strain ellipse long
axes are generally oriented east-west, parallel to the fold axis. See Table 4 for complete
list of all two-dimensional strain data.

Three-Dimensional Strain
Three-dimensional strain ellipsoids were computed using data from twodimensional cut planes at each locality in order to determine finite principal strain axes
for all samples (Figure 26). Three-dimensional strain ellipsoids show the product of
deformation applied to a unit sphere and identify the directions of most shortening and
lengthening, as well as an orthogonal intermediate axis. The shapes of strain ellipsoids
show the relative lengths of finite principal strain axes. Results of these computations are
found in Table 5.
There are several ways to compare the geometries of principal strain ellipsoids
graphically. This thesis conveys ellipsoid geometries using Flinn and Hsu Diagrams
(Figure 27). Flattening strain, or strain that results from greater relative shortening in the
z-direction than relative lengthening in the x-direction, yields pancake (oblate) shaped
ellipsoids. Constrictional strain, or strain that results from greater relative lengthening
than shortening in the y-direction, yields cigar shaped (prolate) ellipsoids. Flinn diagrams
contour strain magnitude, octahedral shear strain (εs), and strain geometry (k).
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Table 4: Summary table of two-dimensional strain ellipse data. Dip angle and dip
direction are reported for each plane of each sample; Rf = strain magnitude; Rf-std =
standard deviation of strain magnitude; N = population size; Norm Fry Matlab_phi_f =
angular orientation of strain ellipse long axis as defined by Norm Fry Matlab program;
phi_std = standard deviation of φ.
Sample
Dip Angle (degrees) Dip Direction (Azimuth)
BVSMEM1401ab
56
12
BVSMEM1401ac
90
282
BVSMEM1401bc
34
192
BVSMEM1402ab
76
26
BVSMEM1402ac
90
293
BVSMEM1402bc
7
203
BVSMEM1405ab
81
178
BVSMEM1405ac
90
268
BVSMEM1405bc
9
358
BVSMEM1406ab
65
333
BVSMEM1406ac
90
243
BVSMEM1406bc
25
153
BVSMEM1407ab
40
288
BVSMEM1407ac
90
198
BVSMEM1407bc
50
108
BVSMEM1408ab
35
5
BVSMEM1408ac
90
275
BVSMEM1408bc
55
185
BVSMEM1409ab
75
282
BVSMEM1409ac
90
182
BVSMEM1409bc
15
102
BVSMEM1414ab
45
358
BVSMEM1414ac
90
268
BVSMEM1414bc
45
178
BVSMEM1416ab
22
359
BVSMEM1416ac
90
269
BVSMEM1416bc
68
179
BVSMEM1419ab
41
165
BVSMEM1419ac
90
255
BVSMEM1419bc
49
345
BVSMEM1420ab
3
349
BVSMEM1420ac
90
268
BVSMEM1420bc
85
338
BVSMEM1421ab
12
168
BVSMEM1421ac
90
268
BVSMEM1421bc
78
348
BVSMEM1423ab
45
157
BVSMEM1423ac
90
247
BVSMEM1423bc
45
337

Rf
1.0958
1.0699
1.0496
1.1297
1.0652
1.2375
1.0702
1.2
1.0717
1.195
1.1471
1.0461
1.093
1.1337
1.0927
1.1389
1.039
1.069
1.0428
1.1255
1.0877
1.1257
1.0893
1.119
1.0289
1.2109
1.1849
1.115
1.1671
1.1248
1.1556
1.2063
1.0664
1.0865
1.0834
1.1261
1.0443
1.0749
1.0943

Rf-std
0.018844
0.020389
0.017451
0.019147
0.019376
0.025037
0.019851
0.022699
0.023349
0.020774
0.026036
0.01673
0.015923
0.020574
0.016967
0.017425
0.015568
0.01609
0.018063
0.027328
0.017558
0.016736
0.022845
0.020072
0.023661
0.028298
0.028958
0.026143
0.028214
0.025424
0.018134
0.019909
0.019359
0.021584
0.017032
0.017701
0.020158
0.024805
0.015371

N Norm Fry Matlab_ phi_f (degrees) phi_std (Degrees)
100
13
6.715065359
150
-46
38.34061678
150
3
13.32069578
150
-18
5.575853375
132
56
24.04302796
132
-24
3.223059485
150
2
9.31342896
100
-79
3.434309024
150
-26
15.94140473
150
19
3.15212731
152
-84
5.278832054
150
-21
15.89957881
150
39
29.71645604
150
-56
8.181264357
150
4
6.732827051
150
-40
26.43169
150
64
20.67461
150
-15
8.275802
150
23
21.65437
150
-59
14.99259
150
68
5.774269
150
-1
4.294204
150
-51
30.62574
150
-4
5.00874
130
29
25.25713
130
-69
4.528487
130
-20
4.05869
150
-16
7.042224
150
86
5.189221
150
-21
5.509104
150
-15
3.428866
150
85
2.654284
150
13
11.54567
150
-26
10.8925
150
64
8.358308
150
-11
3.731789
150
22
20.48496005
125
69
11.23799419
150
36
20.57491442
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Figure 26: Three-dimensional strain ellipsoids on the north-south AC vertical profile.
Strain axes are labeled X, Y, and Z representing the maximum, intermediate, and
minimum principal strain axes, respectively (see Table 5 for ellipsoid data).

Short Axis (Trend:Plunge) [degrees]
200.329 : 58.0423

254.616 : 52.24

187.886 : 19.201

321.289 : 20.8476

96.3161 : 28.0274

40.7578 : 10.374

54.3793 : 17.6861

181.964 : 32.2557

191.844 : 30.072

359.572 : 4.05329

358.815 : 7.55756

8.07027 : 34.3026

307.812 : 13.7033

Intermediate Axis (Trend:Plunge) [degrees]
351.716 : 28.7077

30.2582 : 28.9778

87.0017 : 28.4671

208.743 : 45.1958

216.572 : 43.4267

164.844 : 71.9109

176.472 : 59.0281

358.314 : 57.6918

297.284 : 24.6929

100.383 : 69.3045

256.993 : 57.0727

191.442 : 55.6512

192.495 : 60.308

Long Axis (Trend:Plunge) [degrees]
88.8897 : 12.845

133.184 : 21.9949

307.244 : 54.6123

68.2543 : 37.4608

345.583 : 33.625

308.014 : 14.6519

316.007 : 24.5429

90.923 : 1.6487

59.5707 : 49.2782

268.073 : 20.2587

93.5397 : 31.3815

99.1422 : 1.5707

44.5773 : 25.7864

Normalized Axes Lengths (X:Y:Z)
1.06971 : 1.0 : 0.984042

1.21217 : 1.0 : 0.984356

1.04289 : 1.0 : 0.879869

1.11923 : 1.0 : 0.921304

1.08164 : 1.0 : 0.927155

1.0901 : 1.0 : 0.947619

1.05851 : 1.0 : 0.958633

1.09908 : 1.0 : 0.958834

1.11271 : 1.0 : 0.862525

1.02668 : 1.0 : 0.851058

1.0748 : 1.0 : 0.880196

1.05953 : 1.0 : 0.916142

1.03247 : 1.0 : 0.926782

Table 5: Summary table of three-dimensional strain ellipsoid data. Y-axes lengths are normalized to
1.0 for more precisely defined strain ellipsoids; lineation orientations of all axes are reported in
terms of trend and plunge in three-dimensional space.
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Strain magnitude is defined as:

Where ε1, 2, 3 are the natural strains (natural log of final stretching over initial stretching)
of the long, intermediate, and short principal axis lengths of the strain ellipsoid,
respectively (Mookerjee and Peek, 2014).
Flinn's k-value is defined as:

𝑘=

𝑅𝑥𝑦 − 1
𝑅𝑦𝑧 − 1

Where Rxy is the axial ratio of the long and intermediate axes and Ryz is the axial ratio of
the intermediate and short axes of the strain ellipsoid (Mookerjee and Peek, 2014).
Straight lines through the origin, at coordinates (1,1), are lines of constant k-value. For
perfectly oblate ellipsoids, k is defined such that k = 0, while for perfectly oblate
ellipsoids, k is defined such that k = ∞. Plane strain ellipsoids, or ellipsoids that do not
exhibit any constriction or flattening, are defined at k = 1
Hsu diagrams offer yet another viable method for describing geometry of finite
principal strain ellipsoids. These diagrams show radial lines of equal amounts of
octahedral shear strain which are plotted against a parameter known as the Lode’s ratio
(ʋ). This parameter is defined as:
ʋ=

2𝜀2 − 𝜀1 − 𝜀3
𝜀1 − 𝜀3
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Figure 27: Strain ellipsoid shapes in Hsu and Flinn Diagrams (Mookerjee and Peek,
2014). (a) Hsu diagram with representative strain ellipsoids. (b) Flinn diagram with
octahedral shear strain (εs) contours shown with representative strain ellipsoids. (c) Hsu
diagram with k-value and octahedral shear value contours. (d) Flinn diagram with Lode's
ratio, octahedral shear, and k-value contours.
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Where ε represents octahedral shear values. Lode's ratio ranges from -1 to 1, where
n = -1 characterizes a perfectly prolate ellipsoid, n = 1 characterizes a perfectly oblate
ellipsoid and n = 0 characterizes a plane strain ellipsoid (Mookerjee and Peek, 2014).
Calculated strain ellipsoids from the Whaleback anticline reveal overall varied
strain geometries, as they range from prolate to oblate (Figure 28). The maximum Rxy and
minimum Ryz values are 1.21 and 1.02, respectively, and are located at sample
BVSMEM1402 on the crest of the Whaleback anticline on the western terminus of the
fold. There doesn't appear to be a correlation between ellipsoid geometry and position on
the fold.
The maximum, intermediate, and minimum principal strain axes for all samples
were plotted on stereonets to determine average orientations of strain ellipsoids on the
Whaleback anticline. Maximum principal strain axes reveal an overall east-west average
orientation sub-parallel to the fold axis (Figure 29). Intermediate principal strain axes
display a sub-vertical average orientation (Figure 30). Minimum principal strain axes
exhibit a general north-south average orientation, near-perpendicular to the average
orientation of maximum principal strain axes (Figure 31).
While 2D strain patterns do show some relationship to the fold, interpreting 3D
strain patterns are more difficult to delineate. The nature of strain on a fold is inherently
challenging to characterize in 3D because bedding orientations change throughout the
fold. Additionally, low strain magnitudes and the potential for strain axes to be
reassigned as a result of progressive deformation and strain accumulation (i.e., structural
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Figure 28: Composite Flinn diagram plotting axial ratios of the finite strain ellipsoids
from all samples. The plot also shows contours of strain magnitude, octahedral shear
strain (εs) and strain geometry (k) of strain ellipsoids from the Whaleback. Solid blue
dots represent data points and faded blue regions represent associated errors. Strain
magnitude ranges from 0.07 to 0.18 and the finite principal strain ellipsoids range from
prolate to oblate. All strain magnitude and strain geometry values can be found in
Appendix D.
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Figure 29: Stereoplot of the maximum principal strain axes of all 13 samples. This
stereoplot uses a contour interval of 2σ. These data indicate that the average orientation
of the maximum principal strain axes trend approximately east-west and plunge at a
shallow angle to horizontal.
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Figure 30: Stereoplot of the intermediate principal strain axes of all 13 samples. This
stereoplot uses a contour interval of 2σ. These data indicate that the average orientation
of the intermediate principal strain axes is approximately sub-vertical.
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Figure 31: Stereoplot of the minimum principal strain axes of all 13 samples. This
stereoplot uses a contour interval of 2σ. These data indicate that the average orientation
of the minimum principal strain axes trend approximately north-south and plunge at a
shallow angle to horizontal.
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stages of the Alleghanian orogeny) add complexities to finite strain estimations. Several
phi standard deviations are considerably high (>10 degrees), which could be a factor in
the apparent dispersion of strain axes in 3D.

DISCUSSION
Previous studies have examined Alleghanian finite strain in the central
Appalachian fold-thrust belt. Using ellipticities of deformed crinoid ossicles lying in the
plane of bedding in the Silurian Keefer Sandstone, Nickelsen (1983) reports an estimated
range of ellipticity values between 1.05 and 1.28. Similarly, Sak et al. (2012) measured
bedding plane strain magnitudes in Devonian Trimmers Formation siltstone samples
using crinoid ossicles taken from five outcrop sites located in the Valley and Ridge
province. Measurements from Sak et al. (2012) yield R values ranging from 1.19 +/- 0.01
to 1.26 +/- 0.01. Overall, bedding plane strain is oriented sub-parallel to the strikes of
folds in the study region. Sak et al. (2012) interpreted the strain patterns in the plane of
bedding to be indicative of layer-parallel shortening (LPS) prior to folding. In addition to
analyzing crinoid ossicles, Sak et al. (2012) measured grain-scale bulk finite strain using
normalized Fry analyses at 23 sites in numerous formations in the Valley and Ridge
province of central Pennsylvania. Mean R values in the plane of bedding are generally
similar to strain measured in the crinoid ossicles, with values ranging from 1.13 to 1.28.
The bedding plane strain magnitudes from crinoids and normalized Fry analyses both
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have similar maximum values to this study. Sak et al. (2012) report higher minimum
values of bedding plane strain than this study. Sak et al. (2012) found that major axes of
finite strain ellipses are generally oriented normal to bedding, similar to the strain
orientations in the vertical north-south AC cut plane of this study.
Other normalized Fry grain-scale strain studies in the Appalachian fold-thrust belt
reveal overall low strain magnitudes and degrees of shortening. A grain-scale study
located in southeastern New York of the Late Silurian Binnewater Sandstone by
Bannister (2004) determined that parallel penetrative strain magnitudes range from 1.02
to 1.20. Burmeister et al. (2009) examined grain-scale strain using normalized Fry
analyses in the northern anthracite field. Two-dimensional normalized Fry analysis
indicates that the Binnewater Sandstone of the Rosendale region accumulated only small
bedding-parallel shortening strains. Ellipse axial ratios range between 1.02 and 1.20.
Samples from the Lackawanna region of Pennsylvania exhibit axial ratios of beddingparallel strain ellipses that range from 1.10 to 1.30 (Burmeister et al., 2009). Davatzes
(1998) conducted normalized Fry analyses on samples within the Silurian Keefer
Sandstone that show axial ratios ranging from 1.16 to 1.30 in the longitudinal (AB) plane.
Sak et al. (2014) collected and analyzed the patterns of structures within the hinge
zone of the Pennsylvania salient in order to test kinematic models of the formation of the
curvature seen in the Appalachian belt. Their study suggests evidence of the Nickelsen’s
structural sequence at 22 sites located throughout the Valley and Ridge province and
evidence of a progressive arc. Furthermore, structures exhibit an overall maximum
shortening direction of ~340°, which is also consistent with Nickelsen’s (1979) work.
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Strain studies throughout the Valley and Ridge province consistently show
evidence of Nickelsen’s structural stages seen at the Bear Valley Strip Mine (e.g., Sak et
al., 2012; Sak et al., 2014). Likewise, it is likely that finite strain patterns seen throughout
the sandstone layer of the Whaleback anticline were influenced by the same structural
sequence. This is, in part, evident as strain magnitudes and orientations within the northsouth AC vertical cut plane and bedding BC plane suggest a component of layer-parallel
shortening. Furthermore, the long axes of 2D ellipses are generally sub-parallel to the
fold axis in the plane of bedding and are at high angles to bedding in the north-south AC
vertical cut plane, respectively.
The strain data in this study also suggests that folding affected the finite grainscale strain patterns. The axial ratios (R) of strain ellipses in the AC plane generally
increase away from the hinge. While the majority of strain ellipses in the north-south AC
vertical cut plane are at high angles to bedding, they generally appear to be sheared
towards the hinge on the limbs of the fold. These patterns may help to suggest folding
mechanisms for the Whaleback anticline in future studies.
Two competing fold models evaluated were the flexural-flow model and the
tangential longitudinal strain model. These models predict distinctively different strain
patterns that come about as a result of layer parallel shortening (Figure 32). Fold profiles
originated by tangential longitudinal strain have a neutral surface with no strain, an outer
arc with greatest principal strain axes (the long axes of the ellipses) parallel to the layer,
and an inner arc with greatest principal strain axes normal to the layer. Flexural-flow
folding occurs where there is significant mechanical influence of layering in the rock
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(Hudleston and Ormand, 2003). Fold limbs undergo shearing, resulting in strain ellipses
with greatest principal strain axes oblique to bedding. The hinge of the fold is the only
location on the fold where there is no predicted shear strain and greatest principal strain
axes are normal to layering. Although these folding mechanism models can be
distinguished using 2D strain patterns alone, the third dimension of strain is useful to
evaluate potential flow along the hinge of the fold as it changes shape laterally
(Hudleston and Ormand, 2003). The strain patterns on the Whaleback anticline most
readily exemplify the flexural-flow mechanism of folding due to the apparent hingeward
shearing of most of the strain ellipses on the limbs.
Continued work should be done to better isolate and quantify components of
strain accumulated by each of the stages of deformation at Bear Valley if we are to
understand and delineate the folding mechanisms of the Whaleback anticline at the Bear
Valley Strip Mine. Deformation mechanisms will need to be further studied in order to
gain a more insightful understanding of the components and mechanisms of grain-scale
strain accumulation in the sandstone. Also, other methods of bulk rock strain analyses,
such as anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) may provide more accurate results
(Burmeister et al., 2009) in such low strain rocks. Finally, strain studies at other scales of
observation (decimeter to decameter scales) will be necessary to gain a fuller appreciation
of strain accommodation on the Whaleback before, during, and after folding. While data
collected from this study are significant, future studies will prove to be integral pieces to
unraveling the strain history of the Whaleback.
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Finite Neutral Surface

Figure 32: (a) Fold profile originated by flexural-flow strain. (b) Fold profile originated
by tangential longitudinal strain (Evans and Fischer, 2012).
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CONCLUSIONS

This grain-scale study has led to the following significant conclusions regarding the
finite strain in the sandstone layer of the Whaleback anticline:
1. Strain magnitudes are generally low across all cut planes, with R values ranging
from 1.03 to 1.24. These findings are comparable to previous studies in
sandstones elsewhere in the region.
2. Strain ellipses in the plane of bedding are generally elongate parallel to the fold
axis (east-west) on the limbs of the fold. Strain patterns are more variable on the
hinges. This pattern could be suggestive of the layer parallel shortening sequence
described by Nickelsen (1979), but further studies must be conducted to further
back up these findings.
3. Most long axes of finite strain ellipses in the north-south AC vertical cut plane are
at high angles to bedding and appear to be sheared towards the hinge on the limbs
of the fold. These patterns are indicative of the flexural-flow folding mechanism.
4. Octahedral shear values (εs) range from 0.07 to 0.18 and finite principal strain
ellipsoids range from prolate to oblate. This is consistent with the low, variable
strain magnitudes exhibited across the Whaleback anticline. Maximum principal
axes of strain are generally oriented sub-parallel to the fold axis (E-W).
Intermediate principal axes are generally oriented sub-vertical. Minimum
principal axes are generally oriented sub-horizontal (N-S).
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Appendix A: Digitized Photomicrographs

A total of 39 photomicrographs were collected for the purpose of analyzing twodimensional strain in three mutually perpendicular cut planes for all 13 samples. All
photomicrographs were taken using Leica Suite Application software via polarized
microscope. Images were taken using reflected light to best show grain boundaries for
more precise analyses. Careful measures were taken to orient each image properly before
acquiring photomicrographs, as they are all oriented parallel to the edges of each
respective thin section. Scale bars and orientation symbols are embedded in each
photomicrograph as well to show the relative sizes of grains and the orientation of each
image in three-dimensional space. Both the X and Y axes of the images are arbitrary and
are scaled equivalent to one another, eliminating any distortion.
In order to quantify strain using a Norm Fry Matlab program, an average of 150
grains were analyzed for each image. Starting in the center of the image and working
radially outward to adjacent grains, the center of each respective grain was defined using
the click of a mouse, as denoted by a red dot. Next, the long axis was defined with two
mouse clicks, one on each end of the most proportionally lengthened side of the grain, as
denoted by a yellow line. Finally, the short axis was defined with two more mouse clicks,
one on each end of the most proportionally shortened side of the grain, as denoted by a
blue line. The Matlab program utilized five iterations to calculate a two-dimensional bulk
finite grain-scale strain ellipse for each plane. All photomicrographs with accompanying
axes used for interpretation in this study are as follows:
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Appendix B: Normalized Fry Plots

Normalized Fry plots were computed for all 39 planes in order to interpret bulk
finite grain-scale strain in each respective cut plane for all 13 samples. The ratio of long
and short axes of the ellipse defined by the shape of the outside edge of the vacancy field
is used to obtain the R value. Grain axial ratios and center positions are plotted against
one another to delineate points on the plot. A circular vacancy (equivalent radii) in the
plot signifies that the sample has undergone no bulk strain. Elliptical vacancies imply a
direction of most shortening and lengthening, signifying that the sample has undergone
strain, and thus quantifiable deformation. All computed normalized Fry plots used in this
study are as follows:
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Appendix C: Three-Dimensional Strain Ellipsoids

In total, 13 three-dimensional strain ellipsoids were computed using Best-Fit
Ellipsoid with Statistics v. 3.0, a Mathematica notebook (Mookerjee and Nickleach,
2011). Two-dimensional data from each cut plane was combined to calculate threedimensional strain ellipsoids. Three principal axes define each ellipsoid; the maximum
direction of lengthening (X), the intermediate axis (Y), and the maximum direction of
shortening (Z). For this appendix, all strain ellipsoids are viewed looking directly towards
the east (see Figure 26). Three-dimensional strain ellipsoids for all samples used in this
study are as follows:
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Appendix D: Flinn and Hsu Diagrams

To communicate general orientations and geometries of each respective ellipsoid,
Flinn Diagrams and Hsu Plots were utilized. Constraints on parameters of these plots are
as follows:
Flinn Diagram Parameters
εs contour interval: 0.25
Flinn's k-value contours: {10, 5, 2, 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, and 0.1}

Hsu Diagram Parameters
Plot Range for strain is 0 to 0.1
Strain contour interval is 0.1
Plot Range for Lode's Ratio is -1 to 1
Lode's Ratio contour interval is 0.25

Additionally, the following data are communicated for each ellipsoid:










The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths
The Flinn's k-value with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit)
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The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.0626285 + 0.00572296 /- 0.00594715 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.06971 : 1.0 : 0.984042
The Flinn's k-value = 4.29843 + 6.06818 /- 1.30579 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = -0.614557 + 0.123432 /- 0.204348 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 88.8897 °: 12.845 ° with a 95 % error angle = 3.84004 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 351.716 °: 28.7077 ° with a 95 % error angle = 24.7117 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 200.329 °: 58.0423 ° with a 95 % error angle = 24.999 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.0186047
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BVSMEM1402

The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.155402 + 0.00441469 /- 0.00364266 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.1373 : 1.0 : 0.91395
The Flinn's k-value = 1.45827 + 0.291683 /- 0.0813032 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = -0.176898 + 0.0266249 /- 0.0826501 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 318.075 °: 2.58513 ° with a 95 % error angle = 0.982219 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 220.379 °: 71.3689 ° with a 95 % error angle = 1.24847 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 48.9379 °: 18.4377 ° with a 95 % error angle = 0.890883 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.0125556
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The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.125213 + 0.00931711 /- 0.00613926 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.04289 : 1.0 : 0.879869
The Flinn's k-value = 0.314118 + 0.0944975 /- 0.0603207 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = 0.50589 + 0.0735953 /- 0.100873 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 307.244 °: 54.6123 ° with a 95 % error angle = 5.64413 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 87.0017 °: 28.4671 ° with a 95 % error angle = 6.4462 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 187.886 °: 19.201 ° with a 95 % error angle = 3.63761 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.0386965
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BVSMEM1406

The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.138173 + 0.0139676 /- 0.00604418 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.11923 : 1.0 : 0.921304
The Flinn's k-value = 1.39579 + 0.305028 /- 0.345461 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = -0.157613 + 0.134242 /- 0.0902756 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 68.2543 °: 37.4608 ° with a 95 % error angle = 4.25012 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 208.743 °: 45.1958 ° with a 95 % error angle = 3.55991 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 321.289 °: 20.8476 ° with a 95 % error angle = 2.87043 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.0458105
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The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.108977 + 0.00723707 /- 0.00769023 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.08164 : 1.0 : 0.927155
The Flinn's k-value = 1.03903 + 0.171718 /- 0.125638 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = -0.018423 + 0.061942 /- 0.0733768 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 345.583 °: 33.625 ° with a 95 % error angle = 2.6814 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 216.572 °: 43.4267 ° with a 95 % error angle = 2.85371 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 96.3161 °: 28.0274 ° with a 95 % error angle = 1.16952 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.00663215
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The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.0999268 + 0.00553024 /- 0.00893985 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.0901 : 1.0 : 0.947619
The Flinn's k-value = 1.62995 + 0.666901 /- 0.339941 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = -0.231775 + 0.109251 /- 0.150156 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 308.014 °: 14.6519 ° with a 95 % error angle = 4.72665 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 164.844 °: 71.9109 ° with a 95 % error angle = 3.4176 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 40.7578 °: 10.374 ° with a 95 % error angle = 2.36532 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.0135368
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The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.0703346 + 0.0252933 /- 0.0214804 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.05851 : 1.0 : 0.958633
The Flinn's k-value = 1.35592 + 0.649555 /- 0.600769 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = -0.147474 + 0.284576 /- 0.177672 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 316.007 °: 24.5429 ° with a 95 % error angle = 14.0577 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 176.472 °: 59.0281 ° with a 95 % error angle = 23.5777 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 54.3793 °: 17.6861 ° with a 95 % error angle = 19.2956 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.0438921
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The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.0988701 + 0.00334994 /- 0.00331186 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.09908 : 1.0 : 0.958834
The Flinn's k-value = 2.30768 + 0.354707 /- 0.375392 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = -0.384102 + 0.076108 /- 0.0579855 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 90.923 °: 1.6487 ° with a 95 % error angle = 2.96395 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 358.314 °: 57.6918 ° with a 95 % error angle = 5.01883 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 181.964 °: 32.2557 ° with a 95 % error angle = 13.5224 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.0157775
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The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.18087 + 0.0113289 /- 0.0174562 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.11271 : 1.0 : 0.862525
The Flinn's k-value = 0.707128 + 0.243779 /- 0.0627112 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = 0.161357 + 0.0427918 /- 0.137809 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 59.5707 °: 49.2782 ° with a 95 % error angle = 3.58057 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 297.284 °: 24.6929 ° with a 95 % error angle = 4.25982 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 191.844 °: 30.072 ° with a 95 % error angle = 2.58258 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.0284554
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The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.143643 + 0.00800255 /- 0.00697322 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.02668 : 1.0 : 0.851058
The Flinn's k-value = 0.152465 + 0.0694535 /- 0.0433118 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = 0.719278 + 0.0702513 /- 0.100927 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 268.073 °: 20.2587 ° with a 95 % error angle = 6.66236 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 100.383 °: 69.3045 ° with a 95 % error angle = 6.54169 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 359.572 °: 4.05329 ° with a 95 % error angle = 2.37561 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.000864812
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The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.143046 + 0.0142449 /- 0.0145167 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.0748 : 1.0 : 0.880196
The Flinn's k-value = 0.549553 + 0.116168 /- 0.283435 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = 0.277734 + 0.284847 /- 0.0872034 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 93.5397 °: 31.8315 ° with a 95 % error angle = 11.07 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 256.993 °: 57.0727 ° with a 95 % error angle = 10.9195 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 358.815 °: 7.55756 ° with a 95 % error angle = 4.2762 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.0305765
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The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.103533 + 0.00476021 /- 0.00455974 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.05953 : 1.0 : 0.916142
The Flinn's k-value = 0.650317 + 0.116753 /- 0.0780884 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = 0.204684 + 0.0588106 /- 0.0776843 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 99.1422 °: 1.5707 ° with a 95 % error angle = 1.63698 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 191.442 °: 55.6512 ° with a 95 % error angle = 2.41201 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 8.07027 °: 34.3026 ° with a 95 % error angle = 2.60091 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.0172702
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The Octahedral Shear Strain (εs) = 0.078455 + 0.00527324 /- 0.00467698 with 95 % error margins
Normalized Axes Lengths = 1.03247 : 1.0 : 0.926782
The Flinn's k-value = 0.411032 + 0.162809 /- 0.140533 with 95 % error margins
The Lodes's Ratio (ν) = 0.408178 + 0.156239 /- 0.144368 with 95 % error margins
The Trend:Plunge of the Long Axis = 44.5773 °: 25.7864 ° with a 95 % error angle = 4.59414 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Intermediate Axis = 192.495 °: 60.308 ° with a 95 % error angle = 5.50306 °
The Trend:Plunge of the Short Axis = 307.812 °: 13.7033 ° with a 95 % error angle = 6.2726 °
Mean Error (zero is a perfect fit) = 0.00884675

